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TEACHER’S GUIDE  
Marije Tolman & Ronald Tolman 
The Tree House 
(Lemniscaat)  
 
Snowflake games 
A polar bear arrives at the tree hut on 
the back of a whale. Next, a brown bear 
arrives in a rather special boat. The 
polar bear has climbed into the tree hut, 
and that’s where the two bears meet. 
Together they have a jolly time. 
 
One day it starts to snow. The polar bear 
watches the falling flakes from the tree 
hut. The brown bear tries to catch them 
with a scoop net. 
 
Look with the children at the pages 
where it is snowing. What season is it 
now? Engage the children in a short 
discussion of the winter season. 
 
Suggestions: 

• What do you see in wintertime? 
• What do you do in wintertime? 
• What do you wear during the 

winter? 
• What sports are typical for winter? 
• Do you like the winter season? Why do you or don’t you like the winter? 

 
Lay the book open on the table and use it as an underlay for the following games. 
 
Playing dice for flakes 
Scatter a generous amount of white caps between the snowflakes on the picture. Take the colour 
die, set up an hourglass and let the children take turns in rolling the die. Does the die turn up white? 
Then the child can take a snowflake. Who has the most snowflakes by the time the hourglass runs 
empty? 
 
Tip! Let each child choose a colour. When a child throws its personal colour, it may take a 
snowflake from another child at random. 
 
Variation:  
Use the die with dots instead of the die with colours. Each child rolls the die in turn and can collect 
the same number of snowflakes as shown by the die. Continue playing until all the snowflakes have 
been collected. Count each child’s snowflakes – who has the most? Use the hourglass to make the 
game more exciting. 
 
Tip! Use a tea strainer for the brown bear’s scoop net. The children can use it to drag the 
snowflakes they won towards them. 
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Snowflakes in the wind 
Put small plucks of cotton wool between the snowflakes on the illutration. Let two or four children 
sit around the book and give each of them a straw. 
 
Suggestions: 

• The children blow the snowflakes from the sheet as fast as they can. 
• The children gently blow the snowflakes towards each other. One child blows it to the 

opposite side of the sheet, and the child opposite blows it back again. How long can they 
keep it up without blowing a snowflake off the sheet? 

• The children take turns in blowing a snowflake towards the brown bear’s scoop net. Can 
they blow the snowflake so that it lands right in the opening of the net? These snowflakes 
are then removed from the sheet. 

 
Snow numbers 
Write numbers on snowflakes made of white paper. Lay them out on the picture at random. Give 
two to four children a tea strainer or small scoop net. The children pretend they are the brown bear, 
and they capture numbers by placing their scoop net over a snow number. 
 
Suggestions: 

• Name a number. Who manages to capture this number first? 
• Name a number. The children figure out which number comes next (by adding 1) and then 

capture this number. 
• Name a number. The children figure which number comes before (by subtracting 1) and 

then capture this number. 
• Name two numbers. The children capture the lower number. 
• Name two numbers. The children capture the higher number. 
• Name a series of numbers. The children capture the number named last. 
• Name a series of numbers. The children capture the number named twice. 
• Roll one or two dice, and the children capture the number equal to the number shown by the 

die or dice. 
 
To expand: the children lay the snow number they have captured face down on the sheet before 
them. Other children try to remember this number. If the same number turns out to be the answer 
again, the children may try to remember which face-down snowflake shows the right number and 
turn is around. Does this flake show the right number? Then the snowflake goes to the other child. 
 
Catching snow 
The bears have hung a bucket from the tree hut. Let the children find the bucket on the picture. 
What are the bears trying to do with the bucket? 
 
Place four identical buckets upside down on the picture. Hide a ping-pong ball (a snowflake) under 
one of the buckets. While the children watch the buckets, you move them around. Ask one of the 
children to point out the bucket that hides the snowflake. 
 
Letter flakes 
Write a number of letters on snowflakes made of white paper. Lay them out between the snowflakes 
on the picture. 
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Suggestions: 
• The children look at the letters on the snowflakes. They call out a letter and then turn that 

snowflake face-down. 
• The children take a snowflake and read out the letter. Then they think up a word that starts 

with that sound. 
• The children choose a letter and then look for an object that starts with this sound. 
• The children take several letters and use them to make a short word. Make sure that there 

are both vowels and consonants on the snowflakes. 
• Call out a category. The children take a letter and think of words that start with this sound 

and that belong to this category. 
 
Snowflakes 
The brown bear enjoys the falling snowflakes. Can he use his scoop net to catch words that start 
with the letter ‘s’ of snow? 
 
Cut snowflakes from white paper and ask the children to come up with words that start with the ‘s’ 
sound. Write them on the snowflakes and lay them out around the brown bear’s scoop net. 
	


